
Sandra Fekete knows—it’s who you are as an
organization. Knowing who the company is
enables leaders to:

• Lead change and get results.

• Articulate corporate culture. 

• Align communications and 
decision-making. 

Sandra Fekete helps organizations discover who
they are, understand what makes them tick and
how that information can be used to positively
impact the company. The key is viewing the
company as a person with its own strengths,
weaknesses, values, and ways of being—with its
own unique personality. Sandra is the author and
creator of Companies Are People, Too®—a
revolutionary tool that identifies a company’s
personality.

Sandra will help your audience realize they
must first get to the core—understand who the
company is, then work hard to preserve the core
in order to survive and thrive.

She brings her message home with stories of real
companies—those that profit by knowing who
they are, and others that suffer for not managing

the core of their culture. Your
audience will hear how knowledge
of who their company is can help
them—as it has helped other
leaders—understand how to:

• Keep their eyes on the ball.

• Know what to change and
what to keep.

• Live and lead more comfortably through
times of change.

• Lead from the company’s preferences rather
 than their own.

• Define appropriate standards and behaviors
 that are in line with company values.

• Deliver on the Companies Are People, Too
 Promise: clarity, consistency, and alignment
 for their company.

“First, know WHO you
are, then WHERE you’re
going and HOW you’re
going to get there.”

on Company Personality
Sandra Fekete
Author and creator of
Companies Are People, Too® –
a revolutionary tool that identifies
a company’s personality and ways
of being, working, and leading

including:

business.”

S A N D R A  F E K E T E

It is far more important to know who you are than where

you are going, for where you are going will certainly change

as the world about you changes. Leaders die, products

become obsolete, markets change, new technologies emerge,

management fads come and go; but core ideology in a great

company endures as a source of guidance and inspiration.
James Collins & Jerry Porras, Built To Last

Discover, Develop and Grow
Your Organization’s True
Personality (2003, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

Companies Are
People, Too

Business leaders endorse
Companies Are People, Too,

Hal Rosenbluth, CEO,
Rosenbluth International

“In most cases, the CEO’s
perception of a company’s
personality is drastically
different than what the rest of
the organization perceives…”

Jay Conrad Levinson,
Author of the “Guerrilla
Marketing” series of books

“…Sandra Fekete proves that it
is better to know the essence
of your company than all about

hat makes your company tick?
What is it about your company that people
intuitively sense and feel?W

Get everybody in the 
organization focused and 
moving in the same direction.

•



• Founder of Fekete + Company, a marketing
 communications firm that specializes in
 helping companies attract, retain, and

satisfy customers. The company, based in
 Columbus, Ohio, was founded in 1983.

• Featured in numerous publications
 including Fast Company magazine,

APT Journal, Type Resources, Desktop
 (Australia), Staple’s Dividends magazine,

Inc., CFO, SHRM and Business First. 

• Appeared on National Public Radio’s
Todd Mundt show.

• Speaker at various conferences including
 the International Conference for the
 Association for Psychological Type and
 Women Presidents Organization.

• Awards include Inc.’s Marketing Master
 Award (Honorable Mention), National
 Association of Women Business Owners
 Visionary Award, nomination for

the Working Women Entrepreneurial
Excellence Award and Finalist for E&Y 
Entrepreneur of the Year. 

• Created and hosted “Meeting of the
 Minds,” a forum for CEOs.

Loyal Fans

About Sandra

“The Companies Are People, Too exercise
far surpassed our expectations. It was
very exciting and everyone bought into
it. Not only would I recommend it, I have
recommended it—to a number of people.”

Dixon-Schwabl, Inc.

“The reaction was extremely positive.
I was overwhelmed at how well this
was received. It has helped me to see
the physicians’ perspective of their
own practice.”

Neurological Associates

“This would benefit any company. Unless
you do programs like this, you aren’t going
to make the changes you need to make
to grow.”

Scruggs & Hammond

“What we learned in the Companies Are
People, Too program is reflected in how
we present ourselves. It crystallized our
vision of the company. We still refer to it
during decision making, saying ‘What
would Moses (our personalization) do?’”

Sauer, Inc.

According to marketing consultant Sandra Fekete,

companies can best be understood when thought

of as people—as unique creatures with their own

values, their own personalities, and sometimes, if

her clients really get into the spirit, their own names.
Fast Company Magazine

Contact
To schedule Sandra for a keynote speech or
workshop, or for more information, contact:

It’s always easier for people
to learn and remember
concepts when they have a
real-life example to which
they can relate. That’s why
Sandra will work with your
group prior to her speech to
complete an example profile
of one of the companies that
will be represented in your
audience, then share the
results in her presentation.
Real life, real information,
real value!

Special Bonus
For Your Audience

Sandra Fekete
740 Lakeview Plaza Blvd. Suite 100
Worthington, OH 43085
Phone 614/540-5520
Fax 614/540-5524
sfekete@companiesarepeopletoo.com


